Abstract-The
INTRODUCTION
With the growing demand of more clear and realistic information in the images that had attracted many researchers to contribute for enhanced image fusion algorithms. Image fusion topic is speedily advances from last few decades but it still needs enhancement and improvement in the fusion strategy applied. Image fusion can be defined as the technique of blending two images or more than two images to generate a single informative fused image that can be utilized for further analysis process or the fused image can be further used in the recent real time applications.
Perfect as well as precise image fusion systems would these days required for recent many system or applications in famous domains for example, such that remote sensing field, medicinal applications, surveillance systems, furthermore photography systems. Goal of the fusion strategy is to create images with almost negligible distortion by maintaining the quality of the image in all the aspects when comparing with the original or source images. Fusion types are mainly categorized as: 1) Sensor which captures the images with dissimilar viewpoints taken at the same time that is referred to as Multi-view fusion. It actually provides the resultant image with more resolution and 3d representation of the scene is retained [5] .
2) The mash-up of many images taken at different intervals of time to recognize the changes among the images is referred to as the Multitemporal fusion [5] .
3) The composition of images is made from varied sensors and it is referred to as Multimodal fusion [5] . 4) The constraint of the optical lens is that it will focus only on the object that is visible in its focal length. Multifocus image fusion produces the composite image having all the objects or every scene is in-focus that enhances the visual perception [5] .
In the underneath figure it indicates the recent progresses in the facts of the exploratory Research Articles distributed with those title about the image fusion..
Figure 1: Graph of Research Articles with title of image
fusion [13] .
The need of image fusion is because of the advanced imaging techniques, improved quality sensors in the visual sensor network (VSNs). Other reason is recent tools developed for signal processing that requires image fusion. Also the variations in complementary images of many real time applications demanded for the image fusion.
A lot many algorithms by the researchers have been developed till today in the Non-transform domain/Spatial domain and the Transform domain/Frequency domain. Spatial domain technique works on the pixels of the image. They mainly concentrate on the fusion of pixels which is the basic strategy adopted for image fusion earlier. Alterations are directly done on the image pixels and enhanced version of the image is formed. The other popular is the Transform domain/Frequency domain techniques that works on different criterion than Pixel fusion. Here, the original or the source images are transformed into the frequency domain. Then this rectified image further undergoes fusion methodology where many fusion rules are applied on that rectified image to produce another rectified image having the fused frequency coefficients. Lastly, the obtained rectified image undergoes inverse transformation which generates the actual fused image. Frequency domain techniques are further categorized into the Pyramid based methods and Discrete Transform based methods. Examples of Pyramid based methods are Laplacian Pyramid, Gradient Pyramid etc. The Pyramidal methods cannot achieve spatial orientation selection in the decomposition process and hence sometimes creates block effects. The recent advances of the Transform based techniques states that Wavelet Transform, Curvelet Transform, Contourlet Transform, Shearlet Transform are the newest multiscale decomposition techniques that are currently used by the researchers for perfect fusion purpose [13] .
Based on the need or the requirement of the application, either the Spatial technique or the Transform based technique is used for the fusion purpose. Blending of both the techniques i.e. Spatial based method and Transform methods can lead to efficient fusion process. According to the literature survey, the categorization of image fusion can be based on i)Multi-scale Decomposition Techniques which basically obtains the multi-scale representations of input images that further undergoes different Transforms and Fusion strategies for getting the final fused image. The image quality is retained even if the images are changed to multiple scales is the benefit of this approach [13] .
ii) Sparse Representation may be the newest approach which rely on the mechanism of sparse coding component. It actually been connected with different image transforming issues for example, picture denoising, recognition and interpolation. The details about Sparse Representation may be the image patches that need a straight mix of atoms picked starting with those dictionary illustrations. Few examples in this are orthogonal matching pursuit, group SR, gradient constrained SR, simultaneous OMP, joint sparsity model, Sparse Representation with over-complete dictionary [13] .
iii) Pixel-fusion which operates directly on the pixels. Here, alterations or manipulations are made on the pixels of the source images followed by some mathematical calculations. Examples are PCA, IHS, all the spatial domain techniques, matting decomposition, independent component analysis etc. [13] . iv) Combinations of the constantly described given every of the above mentioned methods: that is when combining those points of interest or the main merits about each and every existing image combination approaches that gives hybrid method recently coming into picture for many image fusion algorithms. Experimented by various researches and its outcomes stats that mixture or a hybrid method exhibitions are great over the distinctive approaches of fusion. Few of this illustrations are IHS-wavelet, contourlet-SR, morphological component analysis-SR, multi-scale transform -SR, Hybrid waveletcontourlet and several other more [13] .
Systems that necessities the image combination or fusion strategies would be elaborated as: over Remote Sensing applications, the creation for Multi-spectral (MS) picture with furthermore addition of Panchromatic picture (PAN) is used to manifest the combined picture that need both the spatial with also the spectral elements. In medical systems, the blending about a lot of several MRI, CT and different pictures and its blending for forward analysis in the medical field for accurate diagnosis purpose. In surveillance systems, to produce clear night vision here it involves the combination of Visible and furthermore infrared pictures will be there. Lastly, the Photography Systems, that requires the combination of an images for multi-focus fusion that will recover all-in focus objects and in addition other photography systems such as combination or fusion of different exposure images for the result image containing all-well exposed pictures will be there [13] .
The paper is segmented into the following parts. In section 2, three different levels of image fusion is explained. In section 3 generic image fusion strategy is described. Also, section 4 that shows applications of image fusion in different domains. Later sections gives the taxonomical view as well as the Review of Fusion strategies in brief. In the last, comparisons of those methods are prepared in table format from which analysis can be done for future research.
II. LEVELS OF IMAGE FUSION
Three fundamental levels [5] from the levels/stages of Image Fusion are Pixel-Level Fusion, Feature-Level combination and also Decision-Level combination as depicted in the figure 2.
The first type i.e. Pixel-Level [5] may be those that involves mix of the basis elements from numerous input images that results under a single image. Previously, in the pixel level fusion, those combined pixel is procured starting with a course of action from having pixels in the diverse input images. The significant point for Pixel-Level combination is that the initial measured amounts would specifically incorporated in the combination methodology. About the feature-level [5] , their calculations ordinarily fragment the image under contiguous regions and blend the regions together using their properties. These characteristics used may a got chance to be determined starting with every image alternately they may a get chance to be obtained by the simultaneous preparing of the significant amount from the input images. The third level type i.e. combination during the Decision-Level [5] (also known as postdecision or post-detection fusion) that merges the decisions for autonomous sensor detection/classification paths by Boolean (AND, OR) operators alternately via a heuristic score (e.g., Mof-N, maximum vote, or weighted sum).The relative execution from different blending rules as well as the autonomous sensor thresholds might be best picked utilizing distribution information to those features that are utilized via every sensor [3] . 
III. IMAGE FUSION METHODOLOGY
The main stages of the generic pixel-level image fusion methods is given in figure 3 and they are 1) mathematical transform is applied to the input images to obtain the transform coefficients 2) fusion technique is applied to produce the fused coefficients and 3) inverse transform on the fused coefficients to generate the final fused image. Figure 3 : Outline of the fundamental phases for a basic pixellevel Image Fusion strategy [13] .
IV. EXAMPLES OF IMAGE FUSION
The below are few of the recent examples in different domains where Image Fusion strategy is used and they are shown in the underneath figures:
Remote sensing applications Figure 4 : Fusion of Multi-spectral and panchromatic images [13] .
Medical diagnosis applications
Figure 5: Fusion of MRI and PET images [13] . Figure 6 : Fusion of visible and infrared images [13] . 
Surveillance applications

Photography applications
A. Spatial Domain Techniques / Non-Transform Domain Techniques
Spatial domain technique works on the pixels of the image. They mainly concentrate on the fusion of pixels which is the basic strategy adopted for image fusion earlier. Alterations are directly done on the image pixels and enhanced version of the image is formed [5] .
The well-known existing Spatial Domain Image Fusion methods are mentioned as: Averaging, Brovey Method, Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Intensity-HueSaturation (IHS), Select Maximum Method, Select Minimum Method. They are elaborated as below:
Averaging [21] Averaging image fusion strategy operates by concerning the average value with respect to each pixel by comparing the corresponding pixel for input pictures to accomplish the lastly combined or the output fused picture.
Brovey Method [19] This approach is very recent and given through an American researcher. Brovey Methodology is likewise known as Color Normalization Transform due to the reason as it comprises of a red-green-blue (RGB) Shade Transform technique. To keep away with those drawbacks of the multiplicative methodology, the Brovey Transformation turned into developing stage. It will be a simple system to joining together majority of the data from several new sensors. In this technique mixture for math operation are utilized also the spectral bands have been normalized prior over they might be expanded out for those Panchromatic picture. It likewise retains the corresponding spectral characteristics of every pixel. Also, in the process it transforms every luminance information under a Panchromatic image that incorporates a very high resolution.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [18] PCA is generally be the mathematical tool that is able to transform a number about correlated variables under few of the uncorrelated variables. The PCA is employed mostly in image compression and also in image classification. The uncorrelated are variables that are alternately known as the principal components. It could compute a compact as well as more best details of the information set. Here, the initial part or the component accounts to concerning the more amount of variance in the information and each succeeding component accounts for substantially of the remaining variance. Main principle component will be taken among the direction with the major value of the variance. Second significant component may be confined on lie inside the subspace perpendicular of the initial component. Inside this Subspace, this focuses those that course to a large portion of variance. The third fundamental component is made in the greatest variance having direction inside the subspace perpendicular to the initial and so on further. The other name of PCA could be Karhunen-Loève transform or alternatively named as the Hotelling transform. PCA does no more have a fixed set of basis vectors for example FFT,DCT, wavelet etc. and several more and PCA's basis vectors, they actually depend on the data set.
Intensity-Hue-Saturation (IHS) [20]
The IHS fusion strategy translates a color picture from those RGB (red, green, blue) space could be resulted under the IHS color space. Because of the truth that the intensity (I) band imitates to the panchromatic image (PAN) image, it will be transformed by means of high-resolution PAN picture by involving into the fusion procedure. Next, the Reverse IHS transform is afterward conveyed out on the PAN image considering through with the Hue (H) and also the saturation (S) bands, following to output as an IHS combined or the fused picture. It will be not difficult strategy as it should blend all those picture attributes and gives a higher visual quality impact but also it comes by producing an extensive color twisting or distorted image while comparing with to those initial input picture. One of the major downside for Spatial domain strategies is it incorporates with spatial distortion inside the resulted fused picture. Spectral distortion will get to be a bad feature since we move to further processing steps, alongside with the problem such as Classification etc. It has to be completely approached by other means like Transform domain strategies of the Image fusion.
Select Maximum Method [23] [24]
The greater of pixel values, it will actually yields more excellent for the distinguishment of the image. As needs arises, this calculation decides the in-centering or focused areas starting with each information picture with those for selecting the best value for each pixel, following in generally gives the focused measure in the output image. The value of the pixel p (i, j) from input each picture may be made and matched to each different images. Here, the best pixel or maximum value may be upgraded by replacing with the comparing pixel. [23] [24] This will be exactly such as the select maximum approach but again with the minor difference that it acknowledges for the viable pixel values with least intensity value and also discards all other values. This strategy moreover reflects the downside about both absolutely acknowledging the information of the source images alternately can discarding it fully.
Select Minimum Method
Spatial Domain Techniques frequently has critical side effects. They produces spatial distortion and spectral degradation within the fused image. Also, they are too much complex and time-consuming. The constraints of Spatial domain are resolved with the development of the Transform Domain techniques as described as below in next part.
B. Transform Domain Techniques /Frequency Domain Techniques
In Transform Domain, picture or the input images that may be firstly converted under frequency domain via decomposing into the transform Coefficients. Afterward chosen fusion approach from several may be executed and the decision map of the focused region is obtained from the fusion procedure. The third step involves the Inverse transformation towards the decision map generated that gives the final combined or fused picture [5] . Some very recent examples of Transform Domain Image Fusion techniques are Discrete Wavelet Transform, Curvelet Transform, Contourlet Transform and Discrete Ripplet Transform. They are elaborated as below:
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) [27] DWT is the such kind of Wavelet Transform in which the wavelets has been discretely sampled in the field of numerical and functional analysis. Its preference through different transforms would be that it is capable to capture both frequency as well as the location information. Additionally it lessens the computational complexity as it can separate under two namely High (H) and low (L) frequencies. Wavelet Transform is connected to a number of areas, for example, image fusion, data compression, feature detection, texture analysis etc. However wavelet transform is unsuccessful for the exact demonstration of the edges in images and also it doesn't provide directionality.
Fastest developed multi-resolution analysis (MRA) technique for the image fusion is DWT. Mallat gave the approach or the original theory of wavelet that is based on multiresolution analysis and hence Wavelet transform is employed for several areas in image processing. DWT depicts to variations of image at different scales so it has been prominent to image compression. Also, it has multiresolution property i.e. whenever the image scale is changed, the pixel of the image does not get mislaid. Wavelet can be described as an oscillating and also attenuated function and its integrals accordingly results to zero. The wavelet transform is actually mathematical tool which ascertain the local appearances in a signal process. It could additionally be employed for decomposing the two dimension (2-D) signals alternately pictures under separate resolution levels for the multi-resolution analysis. The spatial-spectral decomposition of the DWT that gives a compliant multi-resolution analysis about an image.
The DWT of f(t) can be described by including the wavelet coefficient as:
Where W is the wavelet coefficient, m denotes number of rows, n is for columns and ψ is the image coefficients after applying the decomposition procedure.
In the method of 2-D DWT, a 1-D DWT has been firstly executed on the rows followed by the columns then of the information by independently filtering and also down sampling steps. This brings about particular case i.e. one set of approximation coefficients LL and additionally three sets about detail coefficients LH, HL, HH indicating as the horizontal, vertical and diagonal direction of the image as demonstrated in the given figure 9(a) . The 2-D structures of Wavelet Transform having two decomposition levels is demonstrated to figure 9(b) . Eventually perusing recursively applying those same steps on the LL subband, the multi-resolution decomposition with a required level could be attained afterward. Hence, the DWT for kth decomposition level will need M=3*K+1 such like frequency band (LLK) concerning the illustration shown in figure 9 (b) and also the remaining bands are high frequency in the provided decomposition level. Discrete Wavelet transform offers directional data in decomposition phases and incorporates specific data at varied resolutions [16] . Those fusion methodology with respect to the Wavelet Transform could be explained as:
1. Images that are to be make combined they need to undergo registeration process that will give assurance of the relating pixels to be aligned..
2. These images are here segmented or decomposed under the wavelet transform and the yield pictures respectively, they essentially dependent upon wavelet transformation. The transformed pics comprises of low frequency region (low-low band) Also three other frequency regions are low-high bands,high-low bands, and high-high bands.
3. Those transform coefficients of different portions alternately groups would executed for a couple of combination or fusion rules .
4. The combined picture will be built via an Inverse Wavelet Transform based completely during those mixed transformed coefficients starting with step 3.
Figure 9(c): Block diagram of DWT based image fusion [25]
Curvelet Transform [26] The Edges of the image is often largely curved as opposed to the straight lines in the image processing domain. Also, Ridgelets alone can't yield efficacious representations. However towards adequately finer scales, a curved edge may be just about the straight. Hence, one will capture the curved edges, they should have implemented with the Ridgelets on a localized manner in adequately finer scales.
Curvelets are dependent upon the multiscale Ridgelets (Do et al 2000) joined together with the spatial bandpass filtering operation to segregate with the distinctive scales. Similar to the Ridgelets, Curvelets transpire at all scales, locations as well as in every orientations. Curvelet transform is actually a multi-scale pyramid having large portions of directions and more positions at every length scale. Furthermore, it is able to capture the needle-shaped components at fine scales. It is actually a higher dimensional elongation of the Wavelet Transform. It could captures the curved singularities with a couple of less coefficients in a nonadaptive way that stays consistent waveforms under the wave mathematical equation in a smooth medium. Therefore, it expresses the images at separate scales and also diverse orientations.
Curvelet transform employs a parabolic scaling theory to accomplish the anisotropic directionality property. It assures for determining those 2D singularities along 2 curves.In this technique, coefficients in all the subbands but only the low frequency subband are chosen and called for farther processing. Its primary purpose is to calculate the inner product between the signal and the curvelet function to recognize it with the sparse representation of the signal or function. 
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Where j = 0, 1, 2 ... is a scale parameter; l = 0, 1, 2 ... is an orientation parameter and k = (k1, k2), k1, k2 ∈ Z a translation parameter. The Discrete Curvelet Transform to an 256 × 256 image is performed concerning the illustration as done in the below figure. The Discrete Curvelet Transform could be performed in given three steps as:
1) The 256 × 256 image will be part up over three subbands.
2) Then Tiling is performed for the subbands Δ1 and Δ2.
3) Lastly, Discrete Ridgelet Transform will be performed for every tile.
The association between the image I that has its subbands could be depicted as: Here, it can be caught by the less number of coefficients. Anisotropy, critical sampling, localization, directionality, and furthermore multi-resolution would be few of the aspects imparted through the Contourlet Transform. Yet the major attributes are multi-scale as well as multi-dimensional. It could catch the smoothness of the shape or the contours for pictures with distinctive lengthened shapes and furthermore to many orientations. Curvelet Transform have been created to Continuous domain. In this the directions other than horizontal and vertical are exact differently looking into the rectangular grid. Thus, Contourlet Transform might have been suggested at first concerning illustration as a directional multi-resolution transform in Discrete domain.
A double filter bank structure to accomplish the smooth contours in the images. Here, the Laplacian pyramid (LP) is initially employed to grab the point discontinuities i.e. it can conceive one bandpass image. LP abstains the frequency scampering. Afterwards a directional filter bank (DFB) is used to recover the point discontinuities under straight structures which will mainly fit for high frequency henceforth it will spill the low frequency on its directional subbands. Pyramid directional filter bank (PDFB) be alternate name to this. It approximates the first picture by employing basic contours which could be portrayed as the Discrete Contourlet Transform. The decomposition coefficients of CT are about close to zero. Here, very less coefficients from them have larger magnitudes that are adjacent to the edges of objects in the images. At the contemporary, the coefficients have abundant dependencies beyond the distinct decomposition levels. In a manner it states that the different directions that has been in every decomposition level can call for the distinct features to the similar texture alternately the edges. In other way, Contourlet Transform is known as the geometry transform in the image processing. The multi-scale decomposition and also directional decomposition are the individual two phases that could viably portray the textures as well as efficient contours from the input picture. They incorporates long-strip like structure in which the aspect ratios could be changed for the scale in elongated form. It could successfully be able to track the features around linear discontinuities and additionally area discontinuities in the given picture. [15] Nowadays, a theory known as Multi-scale Geometric Analysis (MGA) for high-dimensional signals had been developed. Also a few MGA tools were recommended similar to are Ridgelet, Curvelet, Bandlet, Brushlet and also Contourlet. These MGA tools doesn't face with those issues for spatial domain techniques and the WT. Traditional transforms such as Fourier transforms and also Wave Transforms experiences from the discontinuities for example, such that edges and contours in the pictures. To cope up with this problem, Jun Xu et al. recommended another MGA-tool known as Ripplet Transform (RT). The RT will be a higher dimensional generalization of the Curvelet Transform (CVT), skilled about demonstrating to the images alternately the 2D signals towards different scales and also different directions. It will accomplish anisotropic directionality, CVT utilizes the parabolic scaling law. Starting with those viewpoint for microlocal analysis, those anisotropic property for CVT ensures determining the 2D singularities along the 2 curves. Besides, RT gives another tight frame for sparse representational to the pictures for discontinuities along curves.
Discrete Ripplet Transform (DRT)
Ripplet Transform is actually a generalization of the scaling law. RT generalizes CVT by appending with two parameters, i.e., support c and degree d. CVT is a special case of RT with c = 1 and d = 2. The anisotropy capability of demonstrating singularities for the arbitrarily shaped curves of RT is due to those new parameters c and d.
Those DRT of an M × M picture f (n1, n2) will be in the structure of
Where , ⃗ , are the Ripplet coefficients. The image could be recreated through Inverse Discrete Ripplet Transform (IDRT) as: The above figure shows the difference between recent transforms like the Wavelet, Contourlet, Curvelet and the Ripplet Transform. The Wavelet Transform could capture the image features such as the point discontinuities in the squareshaped blocks, Contourlet could capture in the rectangularshaped block whereas in the curvelet it could capture via parabolic shaped blocks and Ripplet offers flexibility because it could be able to capture point discontinuities with arbitrary shapes and sizes.
VI. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
Analysis of Image Fusion techniques is necessary for choosing suitable method to be applied for fusion process in various image processing and computer vision tasks. The Table 1 and  Table 2 describes comparison of various techniques of fusion in Non-transform domain and Transform domain respectively. 
VII. METRICS TO MEASURE FUSION PERFORMANCE
The actual production of the image that has been implemented via the fusion procedure can be gained by means of the objective evaluation that includes the metrics fundamentally based on reference and non-reference images. Piella, Correlation Coefficient (CORR), FMI (Feature Mutual Information), LMI (Localized Mutual Information), MG (Mean Gradient), SF (Spatial Frequency), Petrovic, PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio), SSIM (Structured Similarity Index Measure), RMSE (Root Mean Squared Error) are the few illustrations of the metrics utilized through the number of researchers to appraise the better high-quality of the resultant fused image [5] . They are explained as under:
1. Root Mean Squared Error used by the researchers to find the diversity amongst those reference pictures and the final combined or the fused picture. Here the Low RMSE values recommends the images that have been verified by the comparison that says the final combined picture will be close to the reference picture [5] .
2. Peak Signal to Noise Ratio will be utilized by researchers and will measure that will includes properties having image value and quality. If results are high than in those final combined image, major will be share which is same of the reference picture. The units Mean Squared Error (MSE), furthermore Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) would be in use to measure the recognized errors of the final resulted picture or the fused image [5] . Peak Signal to Noise Ratio could be given as follows: 
Where, denotes the pixels having greatest gray scale. The finer the visual cryptographic effect in the resultant fused image where there is maximum value of PSNR.
Petrovic (QAB/F) the final image (F) obtained from the input pics image (A) and image (B)
, it is the metric that is used by the researchers, and here generally it measures pixel wise data among the images [5] .
Structural Similarity Index Measure (SSIM)
is utilized by the researchers that measures those structural similarity around two images, furthermore image degradation as a change in the previously structural data is acknowledged by the reference metric [5] .
SSIM (x, y) = (2 + 1 )(2 + 2 ) ( 2 + 2 + 1 )( 2 + 2 + 2 ) (8)
Piella
The amount of information gained from the input pics which composes the resulted combined picture and that is measured with the use of Piella metric [5] .
Mean Gradient (MG)
The edge information of the resulted picture is estimated by this metric. Here, the higher values indicate the majority inclusion of edge data inside the combined picture or the fused image. LMI (Localised Mutual Information) and FMI (Feature Mutual Information) are the Mutual Information metrics which calculates the amount about common majority of the data around the resulted combined picture and the input information pics. The software of normalization of the joint and the marginal histogram of the input and resultant image does the computations of those values [5] .
Spatial Frequency (SF)
figures the actual clarity of the resultant combined picture with those having edge data calculated via the use of the row and column frequency. The greater the value of spatial frequency recommends the more sharpness of the resulted combined picture [5] .
VIII. CONCLUSION
To conclusion, the actual tremendous advances in the Image Fusion domain of image processing that demonstrates its criticalness to the constant growing recent Applications or Systems. The primary methodologies to the fusion method are four as depicted in this paper and they are Pixel-fusion of Nontransform based, Sparse Representations, Multi-scale Decompositions and Hybridization of many Transforms. Recently, the mixing amongst different fusion strategies have been appeared to be very effective in this Image Fusion domain. However, large number of difficulties of the previously studied fusion strategies would be some are the demand of the high quality imaging equipment, moved objects, the complexity in the computations of algorithms, blemished natural conditions, combination of the properties such as directionality (multiscaling) and multi-resolutions not found in the fused image, image noise, inaccurate fusion results etc. Hence, it may be the new path for the researchers of image fusion to solve these difficulties. Furthermore Real-time Systems that incorporates efficient image fusion algorithm will keep on going to create an Image Fusion advancing decade.
